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“Thanks to CEI, I am starting my own school”
When Rodrigo Mesinas Pérez was eight years old, his father passed away and he had to quit school. His mother supported the family of
four children by selling candy and gum on the streets and there was no money for school. CEI helped
him and at the age of eleven he entered third grade primary. He always wanted to be a teacher and
work with children who needed extra attention and especially in rural areas where these children were
passed over. In 2014, Rodrigo graduated from the Normal School with a degree in Special Education
with emphasis in Hearing and Speech. For the past three years he has been teaching in two different
villages in the Sierra Juarez working with 26 children between four and twelve years of age. There he
met his wife, Monica Chavez Martinez, who was also teaching Special Needs. They are currently teaching in San Juan Teitipac, a small village near Oaxaca. They work with twenty nine students between the
ages of four and fifty two with special needs. THE BIG NEWS is that the state government has just commissioned Rodrigo and Monica to begin the first Special Education Center in Oaxaca! Congratulations!
Meet Hilario…..
“My name is Hilario. I am seven years old and in second
grade. This is a photo of my one-room house where my
mother and I live. It is made of tin, a dirt floor, no bathroom
or modern conveniences, no electricity and we buy our
water. Our kitchen is outdoors and we cook with wood. My
mother sells churros on the streets but only earns $20.00
USD each week. My father left us but he gives us $15.00 USD
for food. I have a blocked tear duct on my left eye and need
an operation. We went to CEI
and asked for help. Now I get
to go to school! I really like
school and have a 92%
average. Math is my favorite
subject and I like to sing and am learning to play the guitar. With the help of my sponsor, CEI gave me my
shoes, tennis shoes, school uniform, P.E. clothes, school supplies, my inscription fees and a new backpack.
This is how CEI helps needy kids like me. I go to school in the mornings and then I can go to the CEI center
and they offer other help: I can have a good meal each day, use the computers, the library, play games and
there are even tutors who help with homework.” CEI is Hilario’s second home and also to 633 children from
various ethnic backgrounds ranging in ages four to twenty five enrolled in various schools and universities.
EVERYONE CAN LEARN… IF GIVEN A CHANCE
“I was born in San Miguel Abejones, a small Zapotecan village six hours from Oaxaca. When I was six years old my
father decided that our family of five children should move to Oaxaca because we only had a primary school and
no chance for advanced education. I cried because I had to leave my friends and go to a large city where they
spoke Spanish. We went to CEI and tried to ask for help but we spoke Zapotec and it was so hard to understand
Spanish. CEI helped us. My first day in first grade I arrived one hour late and the teacher questioned me and I cried
again because I did not understand Spanish. I wanted to return to my village! I struggled, learned Spanish and
continued studying. I always enjoyed drawing and designing, so I decided to study architecture. I completed my
practices working for six months with a big construction company. My professional services were with SINFRA
(government road construction). I like all types of construction and design but prefer public works. Because of
CEI´s trust in me, in March, 22 years old, with a GPA of 80%, I will graduate from Benito Juarez University with a
degree in architecture! My brothers, Saul (automotive specialist) and Eliel (computer engineer), my sister, Dalila
(forestry engineer), and myself, all thank CEI and our sponsors….you have changed our lives!”

CLARA LOPEZ CRUZ

Three Kings Party
What a fun day! On January 5, 270 elementary and high school students enjoyed the
annual Three Kings Party with a show, a raffle, food, games of chance, rides, face
painting, a gift bag, a candy bag and several pieces of clothing. The laughter and smiles
told the success of the party. The high school through university students received
their gifts throughout the month of December at the office.

Culture Corner… bring on the clowns!!
“Besitos”, (Little Kisses), a mother of one of CEI´s children, has been a clown for twenty years,
performing at parties, in parks, on street corners, on buses and on TV. She is one of over 600
clowns that belong to the clown syndicate in Oaxaca. Clowns came from Spain over 200 years ago
and today are an important part of the Mexican culture. In some societies clowns are found to be
creepy and scary, but not in Mexico, everyone loves these tricksters. They represent the reflection
of the importance we place on humor at all ages. Clowns are happy fixtures in a wide array of
social activities, from kid´s parties to bachelorette parties to government functions, a constant
reminder that in life one needs laughter. Yes, Mexicans are clown crazy!

Tejate... drink of the gods!!
Tejate (pronounced tey-ha-tey) is an indigenous ceremonial drink (drink of the gods)
considered one of the oldest drinks in Mexico. The ingredients of tejate are toasted
corn flour, grains of cacao, mamey seeds (a fruit) and rosita
(cacao flowers). Using a huge pottery bowl, these ingredients
are ground and mixed by hand forming a paste. Then cold
water and jarabe (a natural sweetner) are added. The cacao
flower is added last to make a foam on top. It is served cold
and usually in a painted half gourd (the oldest cups in Mexico).
This drink originated in San Andrés Huayapam, a suburb of
Oaxaca, and each April you can attend the Tejate Fair and taste the best. However, it is
served daily in every market and at festivals throughout Oaxaca.

Alma 100%

Itzel 100%

Dina Sarai 100%

Danya Kaled 99%

Angel 99%

Evelyn 98%

Karla 98%

Keyla Sarai 98%

HONOR ROLL
Special awards and gifts were presented to the seventeen students on their excellent academic
achievements this past school year with GPA´s of 98% to 100%. One hundred eighteen of our students
received GPA´s of 90% and above! This definitely tells us that all children want to learn and can learn
if given a chance...we are giving them this opportunity for an education.
Anahi 98%

Jazmin Lizeth 98%

Zuriel 98%

Rocio 98%

Nelly 98%

Karla Citlali 98%

Cesia 98%

Damaso 98%

Luz Elena 98%

MAKING A DIFFERENCE WITH AN EDUCATION…
With the help of 530 sponsors from 12 countries of the world, CEI currently is educating 633 students from various ethnic backgrounds:
Level

Grades

# Students

Kinder
8
Primary
1-6
175
Secondary
7-9
167
Preparatory
10 - 12
161
University
86
Vocational
7
* 6 graduates are currently finishing their theses.
* 23 students are on standby waiting admission to post
secondary schools with limited enrollment.

* Mexican school year: August 21 – June 28
(185 days)
* Volunteers provide daily tutoring with homework, workshops, computers and tailored classes.
* Saturday classes are provided for students needing extra help with math, Spanish and English.
* A daily meal is served from 1:00 p.m. - 3:30
p.m.
REMEMBER: Giving a child a peso on the street only helps today;
But investing in their education is forever.

PROUD GRADUATES 2018—2019
NORBERTO GONZALEZ CRUZ
Norberto, age 25, GPA of 83% will graduate in August with a degree in Electrical Engineering from the Instituto
Tecnológico de Oaxaca. Coming from a village and from a family of twelve children, his parents could not help
him with his education. Living alone and wanting to study, he asked for assistance from CEI. In 2013 he was in
a motorcycle accident and suffered a severe brain injury. After one year of recuperation, rest and therapy, he
was in excellent health and given permission to return to the university. He has worked helping a carpenter,
metal work and sold shoes to help with expenses. He has completed his social service (480 hours) in Xoxo with
the Department of Street Lighting. His professional practice will be in Guadalajara working six months with a
large electrical industry and gathering information for his thesis. Norberto hopes to work in Guadalajara or
Monterrey where there are more opportunities.
MARIA FLORES PEREZ
María attended primary school in Santa Lucía Mecaltepec, a village of 500 inhabitants, located eight hours
from Oaxaca. Because there is no high school in her village, at the age of twelve, she went to a village six hours
from her home, lived in a community housing project for students and worked for her room and board to
complete her high school education. Her preparatory school was in Oaxaca living with older family members.
She was a babysitter and cleaned houses to help with living expenses and came to CEI for help with her
university education. María completed her social service requirement of 480 hours in the microbiology lab at
the university working with food and water studies. Her residency of 500 hours was in the same lab studying
different mezcal products. In February, age 23, with a GPA of 81%, María will graduate with a degree in
Chemical Engineering from the Instituto Tecnológico de Oaxaca. She hopes to work in a lab studying food
processing in the future wherever there is work.

PROUD GRADUATES 2018—2019
JAZMIN LIZETH GONZALEZ CRUZ
“My father abandoned us when I was in fourth grade, leaving my mother and five children. She worked so hard
making tortillas and selling them to care for us. We had food but no money for school. With the help of CEI,
selling tortillas and working at a corner store, I was able to continue with my education. I always enjoyed math
and working with number games and decided accounting was going to be my area of concentration. My social
service of 480 hours was with ISSSTE (Government Hospital) and my professional service was optional due to my
good grades. I also have various options for my thesis and may be able to go directly to my oral exam. In
January, age 22, GPA of 95%, I will graduate with a degree in Public Accounting from Benito Juarez University. I
hope to stay in Oaxaca to continue helping my family.”
ROSA MARIEL VASQUEZ ORTIZ
“As a child I was happiest with a pencil, crayolas or a paint brush in my hand. I loved to draw and paint. Art was
a great freedom of expression for me. In second grade, due to need, CEI was there to help me with my desire to
study. My first job was running a hot dog stand built on a bicycle and I had to push it as my legs did not reach
the pedals! I babysat, cleaned houses and worked in a hardware store, all to help my family. My social service
project was for six months teaching art at one of the Cobao Preparatory schools and at the same time I wrote my
thesis. In July, age 22, GPA of 88%, I will graduate from Bellas Artes in Oaxaca with a degree in Plastic and Visual
Arts. I enjoyed restoring the mural in the dining room at the CEI center. My plans are to stay in Oaxaca, paint
and have a coffee shop and art studio.”
ALEJANDRA SOLYINETZI LAZARO ROJAS
“With eight persons in my family and many health issues, there was no money for me to enter high school. I sold
fruit on the streets, worked as a waitress and in kitchens, cleaned hotel rooms and sold shoes to help my family.
With the help of CEI I was able to continue my education. My dream will come true in February, age 22, GPA of
87%, when I graduate from the Instituto Tecnológico de Oaxaca with a degree in Business Management!
My social service of 480 hours was completed with SAGARPA (Secretary of Agriculture) and my professional
residency of 500 hours was with Grupo Politec (Plastic Company). I am currently writing my thesis. I hope to stay
in Oaxaca so I can help my family.”
ANGELICA LOPEZ SANTIAGO
“When I was ready for high school, my father died and left my mother to take care of eight children. Making and
selling tortillas fed the family, but no money for an education. That is when I came to CEI for help. To help my
family, at the age of five, I sold candy on the streets. Along with my studies I cleaned houses and met an
accountant who influenced me to study accounting. I always liked math and working with numbers. In January, I
will do social service requirement of 480 hours in Oaxaca and gather information for my thesis. With my high
grade point average, I may be permitted to pass right to the oral exam. In July, age 24. with a GPA of 95%, I will
graduate with a degree in Accounting from Benito Juarez University. I hope to go elsewhere to work and to get
to know my own country.”
LUIS ANGEL MARTINEZ SANDOVAL
“I will graduate in December, age 22, GPA of 86%, with a degree in Accounting from Benito Juarez University! It
was a struggle when my father abandoned our family of five but CEI helped me with my education. Along with
my studies, I sold gum on the streets, sang on buses and sold typical clothing in the market. I always liked
numbers and accounting fascinated me. My practice of 480 hours was with an accounting firm of seven
accountants. They taught me so much. I will soon be gathering information for my thesis to get my title. I hope
to begin in Oaxaca and eventually have my own accounting business so I can take care of my wife and
daughter.”
DIEGO ANGEL CERVANTES PEREZ
Diego was born with severe health issues including needing braces to correct deformities of his legs. Ready to
enter first grade primary, with these health issues and hardly able to walk, an abandoned mother with health
problems and two other children, CEI was there to help them. Along with his studies and therapy, he sold candy
on the streets, helped repair motorcycles and other odd jobs to help his family. At the age of 17 and wanting a
career not available in Oaxaca, he went to Mexico City to study. He has completed his social service of six
months with the National Customs Office in the Mexico City airport. In July, leg problems corrected and now
playing soccer, Diego Angel, age 21, GPA of 88% will graduate with a degree in International Business from the
Instituto Politécnico Nacional! He hopes to continue working with the customs office or in an export-import
business.

PROUD GRADUATES 2018—2019
LUIS EDUARDO RAMIREZ GARCIA
“CEI has been my second home since first grade primary. Now, 22 years old, GPA of 80%, I will graduate from
Benito Juarez University with a degree in architecture! I had an excellent teacher who influenced me to
continue in art because I enjoyed drawing and building things. I have worked with amusement rides at fairs,
worked food stands and even cleaned houses to earn extra money for school and my family. My practices of
480 hours were completed with a private architect. My professional practice of 480 hours will be in January in
Oaxaca with a local company. At the same time I will write my thesis. My plans are to work in Oaxaca designing
house plans of all sizes and doing technical architectural drawings.”
ELDA ELISA PEREZ LOPEZ
“I have always wanted to be a teacher and work with little children. Thanks to CEI, my dream is coming true! In
August, age 22, GPA 90%, I will graduate with a degree in Elementary Education from the Centro Regional de
Educación Nacional. My teaching preparation was divided into four years: first year was observations; second
was practices; third year was practice teaching 25 third grade students; fourth year is my social service with
teaching mornings at a primary school and afternoons gathering information for my thesis that has to be
completed in June. I hope to teach in a village where I can work with needy children. They are so appreciative of
everything you do for them.”
HERNAN ANTONIO MARTINEZ SANTIAGO
In addition to his studies, Hernán was always working! He sold juices on the streets, sold newspapers, worked
in an internet café and even helped a primary teacher in his village, Soledad Salinas, about two and one half
hours from Oaxaca. With the influence of his older sister who studied law and with his desire to help people,
he also decided to study law. He has finished his professional practices (first block of 240 hours) with a law firm
and his (second block of 240 hours) with four lawyers in Oaxaca. His professional service of six months was with
the State Congress. He is currently studying for his final exam, a three-day test for his title. After ten years with
CEI, age 23, GPA of 85%, Hernán will graduate in February with a degree in law from the Universidad del Golfo
de México. He hopes to stay in Oaxaca to be near his family and the people he loves.
JAZMIN GUADALUPE PALACIO LORENZO
In fourth grade primary, coming from a family of five children, Jazmín needed help to continue her education.
She was accepted into CEI for help. During her vacations and in addition to her studies, she worked selling
clothing and school supplies to help the family. At the university she has completed her social service
requirement of 480 hours with the State Agency of Investigations and currently doing her professional practice
of 480 hours of extensive police training. In August, age 22, with a GPA of 90% she will graduate with a degree
in Criminology and Forensic Studies from the CLEU University. She hopes to work with the federal police
wherever there is work available.

MIRIAM ITANDEHUI GARCIA SANCHEZ
“Coming to CEI and participating in all the extra art, drawing and photography workshops helped direct me into
my university major of Engineering Design and Industrial Graphic Architecture. Coming from a needy family of
seven, CEI has directed me to this level of my life. I have finished my two practices, one in Puebla working in
interior design and my second practice was in Huajuapan de Leon with a group of architects. My social service
will be with government of the university. I am gathering and writing my thesis which I need to finish to
graduate. In July, age 23, GPA of 80%, I will graduate from the Universidad Tecnológica de la Mixteca. I will
work wherever there is work.”
“LOOK WHERE WE CAME FROM AND LOOK AT US NOW”
“We all had a desire to learn and you, CEI, gave us this opportunity…..we struggled living in low socio-economic conditions, living day to
day, our humble homes with no modern conveniences, working odd jobs to help feed our families, but we never gave up. Coming from
different ethnic backgrounds, you treated us all alike. We wanted to better our lives with an education, escape poverty and help our families. You taught us to have hope, you gave us encouragement, financial help, extra workshops and classes, a daily meal and some days, a shoulder to cry
on. You not only helped us but our families. Our thanks to CEI and our great sponsors for your
confidence and support over the years. You have been a blessing to all fourteen of us graduates:
we have a career and you have changed our lives and the lives of many other children!“

From the fourteen proud university graduates 2018-19

THE ORIGINAL WAY TO MAKE A TORTILLA….
With an interest in people with skills and perspectives relating to ancestral
foodways and modern culinary arts, Bill Schindler, an Anthropology/Archeology
professor at Washington College, his wife and family visited Oaxaca to study
nixtamalización (a process for the preparation of corn). CEI arranged a four-hour
visit watching the process, sampling and enjoying the hospitality of one of our
indigenous families. They experienced the cooking of the corn with limestone (to
loosen the hulls) for one and a half hours, rinsed four times, then taken to the mill
to grind and make masa. Six kilos of corn was ground, made into tortillas by hand
and on a press. The comal (a pottery griddle) was heated over a wood fire,
covered with limestone and tortillas were cooked. This process improves the
nutritional value and flavor. This preparation process is repeated three times
weekly to feed the family of five that we visited.

Exploring the solar
system…
On his second visit to Oaxaca, Vincent Hue, from San
Antonio, TX, conducted a
very interesting workshop
on space. As an astrophysicist collaborating with
NASA, he helped the elementary students build and
explore the solar system.

Frida Day...
Odette Veneziano, a professional photographer from New
York City, sponsored a workshop on art called “Frida Day”.
The art workshop was based on a lookalike of Frida Kahlo,
the famous Mexican artist.

Riveted Kids Coding Camp...
Jay Waltmunson, a Spanish teacher and former Microsoft engineer from Seattle, WA,
sponsored a five-day camp on “ Introduction To Coding Using Scratch.” Alongside
Seattle student Elliot, six CEI students used the computers to create their own projects
using animations, stories, games, art, music, simulations, instruments and characters.
At the end of the session, each student received a diploma. We are looking forward to
August when Jay will return to Oaxaca to lead another Riveted Kids camp called “Street
Photography With Oaxacan Teens”. The camp will be led by Jay (a photographer)
alongside a local Oaxaca photographer Luvia Lazo. If you know a US-based teen that
wants an international travel camp experience to have a shared experience alongside
some amazing CEI students, see sign-up here (https://rivetedkids.com/summer-camps/
oaxaca-photography-travel-camp-2019/).
Oaxaca Address:
Centro de Esperanza Infantíl A.C.
Calle S. Crespo No. 308 Col. Centro
C.P. 68000 Oaxaca de Juárez, Oax. México
Phone: 011-52-951-501-1069
email: coordinator@oaxacastreetchildren.org
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 9-4pm - Sat. 9-2pm

Donations: send a check to:
Oaxaca Street Children Grassroots Inc.
P.O. Box 2219 Benton, AR 72018
Website: www.oaxacastreetchildren.org
email is the preferred means of communication:
dslaymaker@oaxacastreetchildren.org
Phone: 501-574-9040

Canadian Friends of Oaxaca
Canadians can get a tax receipt for donations
made in Canada or at CEI in Mexico. Send an
Interac e-Transfer or cheque.
Use PayPal or CanadaHelps Find information at
www.canfro.ca or
contact pennyhopkins@xplornet.com

